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ABSTRACT
Robots that interact with humans face-to-face using natu-
ral language need to be responsive to the way humans use
language in those situations. We propose a psychologically-
inspired natural language processing system for robots which
performs incremental semantic interpretation of spoken ut-
terances, integrating tightly with the robot’s perceptual and
motor systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.2.7
[Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence–
Natural Language Processing/Robotics

General Terms: Design

Keywords: Embodied NLP, incremental processing, HRI

1. INTRODUCTION
There are at least three characteristic features of human

language processing in face-to-face communication: (1) hu-
mans process language incrementally when possible, (2) hu-
mans automatically make use of perceivable context in the
production and resolution of referential expressions, and (3)
humans react both verbally and non-verbally to language as
they process it. For example, listeners will rapidly and incre-
mentally interpret spoken utterances to establish reference
as soon as a speaker’s utterance provides sufficient informa-
tion to distinguish the intended referent from perceivable
alternatives, even when this information occurs before the
end of the syntactic constituent [9, 2, 25, 29]. Listeners will
also react to the utterance using linguistic and non-linguistic
methods as including “back-channel” responses such as eye
movements, head nods, gestures, vocalizations, and even in-
terruptions to signal their intentions and their understand-
ing of the linguistic discourse.

We believe that all three of these characteristic features
of human language processing are critical to HRI. Humans
will converse differently based on their expectations of the
abilities of their co-conversant, and robots will need to be
sensitive to human interaction styles if they are to communi-
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cate with people in natural ways. Given the human tendency
to anthropomorphize artifacts, we surmise that people will
base their expectations about a robot’s capabilities (percep-
tual, linguistic, etc.) on their observations of its appearance
and behavior.

A robot with two camera“eyes” on a movable “head” will,
for example, be expected to see objects in the world and di-
rect its gaze to them, and will be spoken to as though it were
able to do so. Unless robots are capable of using perceivable
context in processing language and producing back-channel
feedback to a human speaker at appropriate times, these
expectations will be violated, resulting in communication
failures and unnatural-seeming interactions.

In order to be able to keep up with human expectations
(about linguistic abilities, timing, etc.), a robot as an em-
bodied agent must, at the very least, perform its language
processing incrementally (to be able to respond while an ut-
terance is in process) and integrate perceivable context (to
appropriately determine reference). In particular, semantic
interpretation must occur in parallel with other processing
stages and linguistic processing must be intrinsically inter-
twined with both perceptions (e.g., to determine referents)
and actions (e.g., to provide feedback).

In this paper, we present our first attempt at defining a
robotic incremental semantic engine (called rise), which we
hope will eventually be capable of interacting face-to-face1

with humans in natural ways. rise incrementally processes
syntactic and semantic information and integrates of percep-
tual and linguistic information, and can therefore generate
feedback or other actions during the processing of utter-
ances. In the rest of the paper, we first expand on the need
for embodied incremental language processing in HRI, sum-
marize the related work, and argue for the insufficiency of
incremental NLP systems that do not intrinsically take an
agent’s body (with sensors and effectors) into account. We
then describe the architecture of rise and illustrate its op-
eration in three demonstrations that point to the utility of
incremental embodied NLP, concluding with a brief discus-
sion and outlook for future developments.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Humans in natural face-to-face conversations have stylis-

tic conventions and pragmatic constraints on their linguistic
interaction. For example, referential overspecification, the

1Throughout this paper, we will use the term “face-to-face”
interactions to refer to communicative interactions between
two embodied agents in close enough proximity to share a
common perceptual context.



use of more properties to describe an object in shared vi-
sual space than is required to single it out (such as referring
to “The apple on the towel” when only one apple is visi-
ble), can confuse a listener [4] in face-to-face conversation,
even though it is grammatically and semantically valid. In
interaction situations other than face-to-face situations, par-
ticularly in computer-mediated communication such as in-
stant messaging and even videoconferencing, humans show
significant deviations from their natural interaction styles
(e.g., many culture- and timing-related requirements are re-
laxed in these environments [15, 16, 26]). Consequently, it
is likely that the expectations about natural language pro-
cessing for desktop computers (akin to a videoconferencing
environment) will be different than those for robots (akin
to face-to-face interactions). While it is obvious from their
appearance and behaviors that robots are capable of per-
ceiving and actively exploring their environment, desktop
computers are bound to a fixed location in their environment
and show little or no evidence of being able to perceive the
outside world. From a human perspective, computers are
clearly not embodied agents in the sense robots are (or can
be), i.e. autonomous entities that appear to perceive and in-
teract with their environments. To accomodate, at least to
some extent, human expectations, incremental natural lan-
guage processing has been explored extensively in the past,
at different levels of incrementality.

Incremental processing at the syntactic level, for exam-
ple, has been explored by Mori et al. [14], Rosé et al., [18]
and others [7], using incremental chart parsing (or a simi-
lar incremental parser) to perform fast and robust syntactic
parses. These systems then pass their completed syntactic
parses on to a separate module for semantic understand-
ing. While such systems can be quite robust to dysfluencies
in natural language, they require multiple stages for under-
standing an utterance. As such, the semantic interpreta-
tion of an utterance cannot begin until the utterance itself
is syntactically parsed in full (which must be at least the
end of the utterance itself). Therefore, it is not possible for
these systems to provide the feedback about its own state
of understanding while an utterance is still being spoken, or
respond to an utterance before it is complete.

Other systems such as Terry Winograd’s SHRDLU [32],
some of the Results of the ARPA Speech Understanding Re-
search Program, such as HEARSAY [5] and HARPY [13],
and several more recent systems [3, 1, 30] are incremental
at both syntactic and semantic levels. Purver and Otsuke’s
system [17] additionally generates referential phrases using
a reversible grammar. While these systems would be able to
perform some of the “back-channel” responses necessary for
natural interactions, they are desktop systems, not embod-
ied systems, and therefore more similar to videoconferencing
or instant messaging communication than to face-to-face.
As such, they have neither the need nor the necessary ef-
fectors to make back-channel responses. They are also not
sensitive to the pragmatics of human communication, such
as the use of a shared visual environment.

The Stanford Computational Semantics Laboratory’s work
[11, 31] is also quite robust to partial, incomplete and inter-
rupted sentences, maintains shared context, and allows for
back-channel and asynchronous responses. It is not sen-
sitive, however, to the pragmatic constraints imposed on
embodied systems, and relies on explicit gesture and past
discourse for resolution of reference, not on shared context.

Some recent true robotic architectures can resolve refer-
ences to objects in visual scenes (e.g., [19, 20]). These sys-
tems are focussed primarily on specific aspects of the con-
struction of shared discourse, such as for example, how word
meanings emerge and can be used to refer to objects in a
shared scene, e.g., [28], or how reference can be resolved with
minimal computational effort in a behavior-based robotic
system, e.g., [8]). They are not intended to address the
pragmatic concerns faced by embodied systems.

3. DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
rise is our first attempt to step beyond incremental lan-

guage processing on desktop system and include perceptions
and actions during linguistic processing, modeling the prag-
matic constraints and interactional conventions used by hu-
mans in face-to-face discourse. It is intrinsically parallel
and incremental both at the syntactic and semantic levels
and works closely with the robot’s perception and action
systems. It can thus be sensitive to issues like referential
overspecification (mentioned above) as well as provide im-
portant back-channel feedback and interruptions during an
utterance, which can trigger early clarifications.

Camera

Microphone

Vision
Server

RISE

Action
Manager

Speakers

Effector
Motors

Figure 1: An overview of the architecture used for
rise.

3.1 Overall Robotic Architecture
The current implementation is part of our distributed in-

tegrated affect, reflection, and cognition (DIARC) archi-
tecture [23] (a high-level schematic showing the relevant
relations between rise and other parts is shown in Fig-
ure 1). The architecture runs on an ActivMedia Peoplebot
(P2DXE) with two Unibrain fire-wire cameras mounted on
Directed Perception pan-tilt unit, a Sick laser range finder,
a Voice Tracker Array Microphone, and two speakers.

In the context of the DIARC architecture, rise is used for
various kinds of natural language interactions that are part
of team tasks [24], from understanding and initiating simple
commands like “turn right” or “move forward”, to more
complex natural language dialogues and action sequences
involve multiple effectors, attentional subsystems, and other
parts of the robotic architecture.

A typical example is the a dialogue-like interaction with
humans about objects in the environment and their rela-
tion: <Human>:“Look fifteen degrees to the left, do you
see a screen?” – <Robot turns cameras to the left>:“Yes.”;
<Human>: “From the perspective of the screen, is the box
to the left of the folder?” – <Robot>:“Yes.”. These kinds of
interactions were recently demonstrated at the 2006 AAAI
HRI robot competition with a simpler version of our incre-
mental system and received an award for natural language
processing and action execution.



Our action manager is script-based, taking script names
and arguments as inputs, and running scripts step by step.
The interpreter is capable of handling empty arguments by
supplying defaults. For example, if told to execute the
“startMove:” action script without a direction or extent,
the interpreter will begin to move forward until another in-
struction (or some other concern, such as an intervening
wall) causes it to stop. The action manager is also capable
of requesting bindings of specific types from the discourse
engine. For example, if the action manager knew it was re-
quired to move, but could not assume a direction for some
reason, it could request a direction for movement from rise.

Our vision system uses its two cameras and pan-tilt unit
to perform Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [12]
point identification of objects in the visual field. It is capa-
ble of estimating the location of each element in space (using
binocular vision to determine depth), and can calculate spa-
tial relationships between these objects accordingly.

A short-term visual memory has been added to the visual
system to maintain rough descriptions and locations of ob-
jects no longer currently in the robot’s field of view. These
representations can be verified by visually examining each
object as necessary to confirm its continued existence and
location.

Currently, phonetic tokenization and resolution is per-
formed by the Sphinx-4 [27] language recognition system.
Speech synthesis, when necessary, is performed by the Fes-
tival speech production system. These phases of language
recognition are performed in parallel with the operation of
rise so that speech can be processed incrementally at the
lexical level.

Each of the unique systems (rise, the vision server, the
action manager, etc) is a small Java server running as an
ADE module. Modules communicate through a variant of
the Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). Modules call
each other through synchronous RMI calls, but implement
a callback system to allow simultaneous operation for time-
consuming commands (i.e. SIFT calculation) (for more in-
formation about the ADE architecture, see [21]).

rise itself is designed to be psychologically plausible and
to resemble the process used by humans in natural language
processing system. To this end, each recognized lexical item
in an utterance (i.e., words) is simultaneously syntactically
analyzed and semantically interpreted as soon as it becomes
available to the system. Similarly, utterances are incremen-
tally produced from intentions in a way that lends itself to
the conventions of incremental recognition and interpreta-
tion used by humans in face to face interactions. This is
important because it will allow more natural interaction in
a face to face environment, avoiding problems like the over-
specification of referents, which can cause confusion[4].

3.2 Integration with Perceptual Systems
rise’s online processing of semantic constraints also al-

lows for better disambiguation of otherwise ambiguous state-
ments, especially if perceptual context can be utilized. Hu-
mans with access to a shared context (e.g. a visual environ-
ment) are capable of easily interpreting otherwise ambiguous
statements.

The referent resolution algorithm in our system follows
the core assumptions about incremental reference resolution
that are part of the computational robotic model of human
incremental reference resolution proposed in [22].

Essentially, these state that the reference relations be-
tween terms and objects of reference are established incre-
mentally. At any given time during reference establishment,
the expansion of a complex term (e.g., a noun phrase) is a
set PR of possible referents to which the term could refer.
Reference is established when the set PR has precisely one
member (|PR| = 1). After this point, a listener will continue
to attach incoming words to that term only due to syntac-
tic constraints (for example, in “the white block”, “block”
will be attached to “white” even if reference is established
because syntax forbids “block” from being separated from
“white”).

rise, therefore, deals with a referential phrase by creat-
ing a set PR of possible referents (in order to save memory
and processing time, the set PR is not constructed until
at least one significant constraint term exists in the utter-
ance). In processing each word as it arrives, rise reduces the
size of PR based on word’s associated syntactic constraints
and the semantic constraints established after processing its
meaning. Incoming terms are considered constraints on the
referent until the set PR contains only one member and syn-
tax constraints allow it to return processing “attention” to
the enclosing clause.

Consider the two scenarios in Figure 2.

White
Block

(Distractor)

White
Block

(Distractor)

Black
Block

Grey
Block

Grey
Block

White
Block
(Target)

Black
Block

Grey
Block

Grey
Block

White
Block
(Target)

White
Buck

(Distractor)

Figure 2: Two different scenarios in a blocks world
setup (see text for details).

The phrase “Put the white block on the grey block on
the black block” means something different in each scenario.
In the upper scenario, “the white block” does not uniquely
determine a single block, and so “on the grey block” is taken
to be a clarification of the referent. “on the black block”,
then, is regarded as the destination location of the “put”
action. In the lower scenario, it is clear which white block
is meant, so “on the grey block” is taken to specify the
destination of “put”. When “on the black block” registers,
it is difficult to understand the meaning of the sentence,
since both blocks have already been uniquely specified.



It is this kind of referential overdetermination that reli-
ably causes comprehension difficulties in face-to-face interac-
tions among humans (though it may not in other situations).
Most systems will pay no attention to the critical differences
in how human construct referential expressions for these sce-
narios, because their syntactic parsers will not be guided by
the incremental interpretation of meaning inherent in these
referential phrases. That is, since both parses are possible
and seem equally likely (or, at least, the parser will have
little to no information about their likelihood), both will be
considered. In fact, they need not be. In the upper sce-
nario, the first “on” will never indicate the target location,
and in the second, the sentence will not be produced by hu-
mans in face to face interaction (or if it is, confusion based
on it will be expected and quickly handled). While a desk-
top system would not need to worry about these rules, an
embodied system that will be engaged in face to face in-
teractions will need to be. rise will resolve these referents
incrementally, not even considering the incorrect interpreta-
tions unless it becomes clear that it has misinterpreted the
referential phrase.

3.3 Integration with Action Execution
In order to allow the necessary level of incremental pro-

cessing, rise utilizes combined syntactic/semantic knowl-
edge structures to determine both syntactic properties and
semantic interpretations of lexical items at once2. These
structures are similar to synsets in WordNet ([6]) and verb
senses in VerbNet([10]), but maintain both semantic and
syntactic values, and are tailored to the semantic interpre-
tations used by the action manager.

For the duration of an utterance, rise maintains multi-
ple possible interpretations (or hypotheses) of the parts of
the utterance it has heard so far. As each new word is
processed, its semantic and syntactic characteristics are re-
trieved from a table and added to the current interpreta-
tions. The semantic and syntactic constraints of the new
word may remove or change some of the existing interpre-
tations of the utterance. Similarly, only those senses of the
new word which are appropriate to a given interpretation are
applied to it. Each new word added to the discourse is thus
able to propagate constraints both forward and backward
in the discourse stream (by changing or removing the exist-
ing interpretations) and is itself constrained by the existing
interpretations.

When an utterance is completed and only a single inter-
pretation remains, the sentence is already understood, and
no further processing is needed. In the event that more than
one interpretation remains, a clarifying question can be gen-
erated, or the “most likely” interpretation can be used3.

The overall algorithm is similar to an incremental chart
parsing system (e.g., [14]). The primary difference is the in-
tegration of semantic understanding into the structures. For

2We will refer to semantic interpretations of an utterance in
terms of the underlying robotic representation. In the case
of a command, these interpretations take the form of argu-
ments which can be passed directly to the action manager
for execution.
3In the absence of actual statistical information about word
sense frequencies, likely interpretations are currently deter-
mined by retrieval order based on hypothesized frequency
and likely occurrence in the given context. Each interaction
type can have its own vocabulary and its own weighting of
word meanings.

example, when given the word “move” at the beginning of a
command, it is unclear whether the robot is being ordered
to move itself or to move an object. In terms of the robot’s
actions, these are two totally distinct tasks. We therefore
represent these tasks as two separate constraint systems, be-
cause the semantic and syntactic constraints placed on later
words are entirely dissimilar. Because we additionally al-
low unstructured semantic and syntactic constraints to be
propagated both forward and backward, our system more
closely resembles a constraint-propagation view of language
processing than a chart-parsing view. While our method
results in a larger series of possible interpretations than a
classic chart-parse, it also more closely reflects the distinct
semantic meanings of words.

The combined semantic and syntactic engine does not fall
prey to combinatorial explosion as might be predicted, be-
cause it does not blindly add all possible interpretations to
the list. Instead, it utilizes both syntactic constraints and
simple semantic constraints (such as those posed by a shared
visual environment) while the utterance is spoken to main-
tain a minimum number of possible interpretations at any
given time.

One major benefit of our propagation algorithm lie in the
ability of the system to process an utterance while that ut-
terance is still being spoken. This results in higher reac-
tivity of the system, and the ability to act faster and in
ways more similar to those expected by humans, including
“back-channel” feedback and interruptions.

The meaningful partial interpretations of the utterance
can be used to initiate actions while the utterance contin-
ues. Consider the sentence, “put the white block on the
black block” for the lower scenario in Figure 2. By the end
of the word “white”, rise can initiate an action to confirm
the existence of both white objects by looking at them. This
action both overcomes the limitations of the robot’s vision
(if it could not see both objects, and therefore had to con-
firm they were still there), and lets the speaker know that
the robot has understood so far. By the end of “put the
white block”, rise will already understand the first part of
its task. That is, it will understand that it is initiating
a “put” action, and that the white block is the object to
be put. The robot could therefore begin to reach for the
white block and pick it up, knowing that it will have to be
moved to a new location. This is similar to behavior ex-
hibited by humans immediately after hearing a referential
phrase (and sometimes even during the phrase)[4]. While
not a formal vocal response to the human’s utterance, such
movements can indicate clearly to the human that the robot
has (whether correctly or incorrectly) determined the white
block to be the object to be moved.

By the end of the word “black”, rise will already have
uniquely specified the location to place the white block, and
can begin to move the block accordingly. This is especially
useful in cases where the end of a sentence might be gar-
bled, lost, or simply omitted. Furthermore, the anticipation
of what should come next might allow the system to gen-
erate timely or even overlapping responses to the speakers’
utterance, as demonstrated in Section 4.1.

4. THREE DEMONSTRATIONS
We will now demonstrate the utility of rise’s incremental

semantic engine and integration with the visual system.



4.1 Demonstration of Anticipation and Visual
Integration

We begin with a demonstration of incremental natural
language understanding and action execution to show how
our system can generate actions based on partial interpre-
tations of incomplete utterances and start action execution
while the rest of the utterance is still being processed.

Because our constraints are processed incrementally (as
described above) and continually limit the possible actions
that the robot can take, it is sometimes possible to anticipate
what a command or utterance means even before the com-
mand or utterance is complete. Once sufficient constraints
have been added that the script to be executed is known,
the script can be executed, resulting in the anticipatory be-
havior. If this anticipation is violated, it can be detected
immediately. The robot can either interrupt to clarify the
statement, or (for example, if the end result is nonsensical)
ignore the nonsensical parts as errors of speech recognition
(or production errors on the part of the speaker).

We begin with the utterance “move the white block onto
the black block” and the shared visual environment shown
in the lower pane of Figure 2, above. To complicate matters
slightly, our human speaker will mispronounce the last word,
replacing the last instance of “block” with the word “buck”.

This dysfluency will generate a nonsensical statement, but
rise will be able to resolve it reasonably. Similarly, the
human will be able to notice if the robot is attending to the
wrong objects, because the robot will clearly look at each
object involved to verify that it is still where it was left.

The output of the processor4, below, is annotated with
effects of action manager scripts, etc. so that it is easy to
see the benefits of incremental processing. Different syn-
tactic/semantic interpretations are listed on separate lines
connected by vertical bars (“|”). Parentheses (“()”)surround
optional but highly likely syntactic constructions, and brack-
ets (“<>”) indicate syntactic locations for incoming argu-
ments. Noun phrases are enclosed in square brackets (“[]”)
preceded by the letters “NP:”, and are surrounded by aster-
isks (“*”) when “attention” focuses on them. Below each
syntactic interpretation is the associated semantic meaning.
Question marks (“?”) precede the names variables which
may yet be matched. Arrows (“−−>”) show calls to out-
side systems or denote actions of the robot. An ellipsis in
brackets (“[...]”) indicates a point where a large portion
of output (say, the processing of one or more words) was
removed for space reasons.

... Beginning new utterance
Processing word: move
Matched Verb: move
Current utterance:
|Move <prep> <location>
| (startMove:?location)
|
|Move (<prep> <article:def>) <direction>(<extent>)
| (startMove<direction>:?extent)
|
|Move <object> <prep> <location>
| (moveObject:?prep:?location)

Possible Actions: startMove, moveObject

4These output have been edited and reformatted for legi-
bility and space reasons, but we believe we have provided
enough for an understanding of the mechanism of the sys-
tem.

... Processed: move
Processing word: the
Matched article: the added to NP:[the <?>]
Current utterance:
|Move *NP:[the (<adjective>)<name:object>]*

<prep><location>
Confirmed Action: moveObject:?object:?prep:?location

... Processed: move the
Processing word: white
Matched Adjective: +white added to NP:[the white <?>]

--> Visual System Query: listObjects:+white
--> Response: {block3 buck1}
Possible Referents: {block3 buck1}

--> Visual System Query: confirmObjects:{block3 buck1}
--> Robot looks at block3, then buck1
Current Utterance:
| move *NP:[the white (<adjective>) <name:object>]*

<prep><location>
Confirmed Action: moveObject:?object:?prep:?location

... Processed: move the white
Processing word: block
Matched noun: name "block" added to NP: [the white block]

--> Visual System Query: listObjects: block +white
--> Response: {block3}
Possible Referents: {block3} Reference established.

--> Visual System Query: confirmObjects:{block3}
--> Robot looks at block3
Current Utterance:
| move *NP:[the white block]* <prep><location>

Confirmed Action: moveObject:block3:?prep:?location

--> To ActionManager: moveObject:block3:?prep:?location
--> Robot begins to reach for block3.

[...]

... Processed: move the white block onto the
Processing word: black
Matched Adjective: +black added to NP:[the black <?>]

--> Visual System Query: listObjects: +black
--> Response: {block1}
Possible Referents: {block1} Reference established.

--> Visual System Query: confirmObjects:{block1}
--> Robot looks at block1
Current Utterance:
| move NP:[the white block] onto(atop) *NP:[the black

(<adjective>)<name:object>]*
Confirmed Action: moveObject:block3:atop:block1

--> To ActionManager: moveObject:block3:atop:block1
--> Robot begins to move block3 toward block1

... Processed: move the white block onto the black
Processing word: buck
Matched noun: name "buck" added to NP: [the black buck]
NP: Reference already established

--> Visual System Query: getType(block1)
--> Response: block
NP: Error: block is not a buck!

--> Visual System Query: listObjects: buck +black
--> Response: null
--> Action Manager call: stop
--> Robot stops moving
NP: Maintaining referent {block1} & using "block"

--> Call to speech production
--> Robot says: "you mean the black block"

Notice that immediately after the word “white” it is im-
possible to tell which item will be moved. After “block”,
however, the referent is uniquely specified, and action can
begin. Back-channels occur after each specification. Though
block3 has already been confirmed after the word “white”,



an additional check is added both to be certain the location
is absolutely accurate while the robot attempts to pick up
the object, and to perform the additional back-channel re-
sponse. Reaching for the object can begin here, even before
the utterance is complete.

After the word “black”, by contrast, reference is already
established. In this case, the referent can be anticipated
even though the noun phrase is not complete. When the
additional word “buck” conflicts with this referent, rise at-
tempts to justify the two. When it is clear that “buck”
cannot refer to the expected referent, it checks to be sure
there is no other referent that matches the criteria. Because
no black bucks exist, it stops its current motion, and asks
for clarification.

If the mismatch had occurred in the middle of the utter-
ance instead of at the end, rise could easily have interrupted
the utterance with its clarification question, or waited until
the end to ask.

Notice also that after the word “move”, several possible
semantic and syntactic interpretations exist for the utter-
ance. The robot could be asked to move to a destination
(“move to the door”), to move in a direction (“move to the
left”), or to move an object. As the sentence progresses,
it can determine that it needs only the last interpretation,
and the others are removed from consideration. It is worth
noting that should the parse fail entirely (if the sentence
was misheard as “move the left”), the sentence could still
be statically parsed after the fact. In this case, the speed
benefits of incremental processing would be lost (although
the robot could still act confused or ask for clarification in
the meantime).

4.2 Demonstration of Disambiguation Using
Shared Context

We demonstrate here rise’s ability to understand ambigu-
ous phrases using a shared visual context.

We show here the evaluation of the phrase “push the box
with the bumper to the wall”. This statement could have
any of several interpretations. For example, if one box exists
and it lacks a bumper (but the robot has one), then the sen-
tence would mean “use your bumper to push the box until
it reaches the wall”. If two boxes exist and have bumpers,
but only box B’s bumper is facing the wall, then the sen-
tence means “push box B”. If two boxes exist and are both
away from the wall, and only box B has a bumper, then the
sentence becomes “push box B until it reaches the wall”.

We will consider the last of these configuration in order to
demonstrate attachment to both the noun phrase and the
verb. Below follows reduced output.

... Processed: push the
Processing word: box
Matched noun: name "box" added to NP: [the box]

--> Vision Query: listObjects: box
--> Response: {box7 box8}
Possible Referents: {box7 box8}

--> Vision Query: confirmObjects:{box7 box8}
--> Robot looks at box7, then box8
Current Utterance:
| push *NP:[the box <prep><NP>]* (<prep><location>)

Confirmed Action: moveObject:?object:?location

[...]

... Processed: push the box with the
Processing word: bumper

Matched noun: name "bumper" added to NP: [the bumper]
--> Vision Query: listObjects: bumper
--> Response: {bumper9 myBumper}
Possible Referents: {bumper9 myBumper}

--> Vision Query: confirmObjects:{bumper9 myBumper}
--> Robot looks at bumper9 (myBumper is known to exist)
--> Vision Query: Relationships:

{box7 box8}, {bumper9 myBumper}
Confirm: with

Object box7 rightOf object bumper9
Object box8 attachedTo object bumper9 (MATCH!)
Object box7 inFrontOf object myBumper
Object box8 inFrontOf object myBumper
Using: with(attachedTo)

--> Vision Query: Confirm: box7 attachedTo bumper9
--> Robot looks at box7 and bumper9
--> Vision Response: Confirmed

Comparison Result is: 1 local, 1 parental
New PR for NP[the box...] : {box7}
New PR for NP[the bumper] : {bumper9}
Reference established.

Current Utterance:
| push NP:[the box with NP[the bumper]] (<prep><location>)

Confirmed Action: moveObject:box7:?location
--> Action Manager call: moveObject:box7:?location
--> Robot begins moving towards box7

... Processed: push the box with the bumper to
Processing word: to
Matched preposition: to
Current Utterance:
| push NP:[the box with NP:[the bumper]] to <location>

Confirmed Action: moveObject:box7:?location

Notice that rise initially has two possible referents for
the word “box”, and two additional referents for the word
“bumper”. However, only one box and one bumper can be
considered “the box with the bumper”. rise is therefore
able to determine reference from the possible referents and
the relationships between them.

Notice also that once reference is established, the noun
phrases lose attention. That is, further incoming words are
considered to be associated with the verb and not with the
referents.

4.3 Demonstration of Incremental Language
Production

We finally demonstrate rise’s ability to produce gram-
matical sentences in a manner that is both incremental in
nature and conducive to incremental processing by the lis-
tener. Again we focus on the generation of unique reference,
this time using the blocks arrangement shown in the upper
pane of Figure 2.

Unlike speech understanding, where rise operates incre-
mentally at the word level, speech production occurs in-
crementally at the phrase level, since it is important to be
sure that a referent is uniquely specified by the entire noun
phrase.

In order to ensure that referents are neither under- nor
overspecified, rise runs its own listening engine in simula-
tion mode. As each word is uttered, it is interpreted by the
simulated listener to be processed. When a referent needs
to be specified, the speaker sends the noun descriptor to the
listener and checks to see if it is uniquely specified. If it
is not, it chooses the most salient adjective to describe the
object. rise will add adjectives in this way until reference



is established, it reaches the limits of its working memory,
or additional adjectives no longer reduce the size of the set
of referents PR.

If the referent is still not uniquely specified rise will at-
tempt to add clauses to additionally constrain reference. Be-
cause these clauses will not change previous words, adjec-
tives and nouns may be spoken in parallel with these com-
putations. Additional clauses that refer to other referents
require the instantiation of a new noun phrase, for which ref-
erence must then be established. We use a quick heuristic
to determine which adjectives and relationships best specify
an object, but the precise method of determination is not
important.

rise receives the command as an action script, as shown
below. This representation is quickly converted into a syntactic-
semantic structure, and words are fitted to the constraints
of that structure.

We assume in this example that the robot is attempting
to instruct a human teammate to move a block. The hu-
man shares the robot’s visually perceivable context, and so
overspecification will likely cause confusion. We will exam-
ine the instruction “moveObject:block3:atop:block1”, where
block3 is the white block on the grey block, and block1 is
the black block.

Received Action: moveObject:block3:atop:block1
Script:moveObject:?object:?relationship:?location
Associated syntactic/semantic frame follows:

<placeVerb><object><prep><location>
Executing listener in simulation mode: Ready.

Processing <placeVerb>
moveObject placeVerb: using "put"
Speaking "put"
Current utterance:

put NP:[<object>] <prep:relationship>
NP:[<location>]

Processing NP for <object>
?object = block3
Unique unnamed object: Using "the"
block3 is type "block"
Attempting "block"

--> Listener: 6 possibilities
Salient adjective for block3: white
Adding "white"

--> Listener: 3 possibilities
Salient adjective for block3: square

--> Listener: 3 possibilities
Rejecting "square"
No better adjectives: switching to clauses.
Speaking: "the white block"
Current utterance:

put *NP:[the white block <prep> NP:[<relObj1>]]*
<prep:relationship> NP:[<location>]

block3 and block2 have relationship atop.
Preposition "relationship:atop": using "on"
Speaking "on"

Processing NP for <relObj1>
?relObj1 = block2
Unique unnamed object: Using "the"
block2 is type "block"
Attempting "block"

--> Listener: 6 possibilities
Salient adjective for block3: grey
Adding "grey"

--> Listener: Reference established.
Established block2.

Speaking: "the grey block"
--> Listener: Reference established.
Established block3.
Speaking: ""
Current utterance:

put the NP:[white block on NP:[the grey block]]
<prep> NP:<location>

Notice in each case that specifiers are added to a noun
phrase only until reference is uniquely determined.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have argued that it is important to HRI for robots to

meet the expectations that humans hold for the interaction,
and that these expectations are different for an embodied
system in a face-to-face conversation than in a typed or spo-
ken conversation with a desktop system. We further argued
that in order to meet the expectations humans hold for face-
to-face communication with an embodied system, a robot’s
semantic engine must at least perform incremental semantic
processing and integrate tightly with both perceptual and
action systems.

We presented rise, our first attempt to define and imple-
ment an incremental language processing system designed
to respect these expectations in order to improve human-
robot interactions. We have further demonstrated some of
the system’s current capabilities such as dealing with partial
and erroneous input, using information from the shared con-
text to discern the meaning of ambiguous phrases, and using
simulations of listeners with incremental language process-
ing strategies to produce sentences that are easy for humans
to process and understand.

Next steps will include experiments with human subjects,
in which we formally evaluate the performance of our sys-
tem against others, as well as extensions to our system to
integrate prosodic analysis for accurate detection and repair
of corrections in the verbal stream.

We believe that natural language processing systems that
are sensitive to the ways that humans interact and that em-
ulate the styles and conventions of human language process-
ing will become critical components in HRI. By paying at-
tention to the additional constraints that hold in face-to-face
conversations between humans and other embodied systems,
we believe interactions with these systems will become easier
and more natural for the human participants.
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